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A new software for Data EditingSergio Delgado-Quintero and Juan-José Salazar-González{sdelquin,jjsalaza}�ull.esDEIOC, Universidad de La Laguna, 38271 Tenerife, SpainJune 30, 2006AbstratSine three years, a team at University of La Laguna (Tenerife, Spain)is developing an automati software to help statistial agenies in dataediting. The software is a friendly graphial interfae under whih severaloptimization algorithms have been implemented. These algorithms dealwith the ombinatorial problems of �nding the minimum number of �eldsto modify in an inorret reord, and the problem of �nding the �best�imputed value. Several optional methods are available in the software tode�ne �best�. Some methods are more suitable for ontinuous data, andare related to multi-regression statistial analysis. Other are more suit-able for ategorial data, and are related to donor-reord tehniques. Theimplementation of the methods relies on modern results in Mathematialand Constraint Programming. Setting in a proper way parameters of thesoftware, a user may apply hybrid methods on mixed data. The graphialinterfae also provides tools to display and analysis the e�et of the set-tings. Therefore, this automati software amy also be used as a simulatorto measure the quality of di�erent tehniques on a given mirodata. Thesoftware is named TEIDE ("Ténias para la Ediión e Imputaión deDatos Estadístios") and it has been suessfully used in di�erent surveymirodata in some statistial agenies in Spain. An English version of ourwork an be download from http://www.goma.ull.es/TEIDE . Our aimis to ontinue improving ours software with the experiene of using it inother statistial o�es around the world."Keywords: Editing; Imputation; Error loalization problem1 IntrodutionDue to the importane of the Data Editing and Imputation (DEI) in all statis-tial agenies, several di�erent approahes have been implemented (see K-Base[2℄ for a list of examples). Unfortunately, eah one has been developed to solvethe problem of some speial datasets in a very spei� statistial ageny. As aonsequene, the implemented proedures annot be easily used on other sur-veys whih makes very di�ult to ompare their performanes, and in most1



ases they are not available outside the owner ageny. As far as we know, onlythe Italian software DIESIS and the Duth software WAID have been partiallydesribed in sienti� journals (see Bruni [3, 4℄ and de Waal [5℄). DIESIS omesfrom Data Imputation Editing System � Italian Software, and it solves the er-ror loalization problem through a mixed integer programming model, while theimputation problem is solved through a hot-dek donor sheme. WAID omesfrom Weighted Automati Interation Detetion and it uses a tree-based modelthat lassi�es the data in terms of the values of ategorial preditor variables.This paper presents a new automati proedure to perform DEI. It is alledTEIDE, whih is the aronym of the Spanish words �Ténias de Ediión eImputaión de Datos Estadístios� (Tehniques of Editing and Imputation ofStatistial Data). TEIDE is intended for the reading and writing of data inopen-format �les. These �les are simple for di�erent statistial agenies toproess and therefore to help omparisons with other implementations.TEIDE works on data ontaining both qualitative and quantitative num-bers, with no speial assumption on the edits. Setion 2 desribes the mainideas under this software. Setion 3 illustrates its exeution on three real-worldsurveys provided by the Statistial O�e of the Canary Islands (ISTAC) undera on�dentiality agreement.TEIDE is a free software that we are developing at University of La Laguna.The exeutable an be download from http://www.goma.ull.es/TEIDE andit runs as an stand-alone program on a omputer running Windows XP. Itontains an on-line help, but additionally a manual an also be download fromthe same webpage. Suggestions based on experiments on your own surveys arevery welome to improve the urrent release. Our aim is to make available alsonon-on�dential surveys whih ould be used as benhmark instanes to omparedi�erent softwares, and for that reason we appreiate your ontribution to it.2 Desription of the toolTEIDE was designed to be a stand-alone exeutable on a standard personalomputer running a Mirosoftr Windows operating system. To this end, thewhole program has been implemented in C++ language and it has been linkedso that the exeutable is a self-ontained binary �le.Following a lassial oriented objet style, our approah onsists of di�erentmodules that proess data and send them to the next phase, i.e. a pipeliningprogram. We now desribe the two fundamental modules.2.1 ValidationThe set of edits is divided into three groups, aording to their meaning.Group 1 ontains the onsisteny rules referening the valid set of valuesassoiated with eah �eld in a reord. These rules are alled range edits, andthere is one for eah variable in the dataset. It allows four di�erent typesaording to the nature of the variable:2



• alphanumeri: it means that the variable is a harater string;
• ontinuous: it means that the variable is a frational number in a giveninterval;
• list of disrete values: it an be, for example, a yes/no answer;
• range of disrete values: it an be, for example, the age of the respondent.The user has the option of lassifying eah variable as non-modi�able, whihmeans that their values will not be hanged, even if they are required to guar-antee validity. The alphanumeri variables are non-modi�able in all ases. Theontinuous variables orrespond to quantitative �elds, while the disrete vari-ables orrespond to ategorial �elds.Eah variable may also assume a speial value ǫ outside the range whih inpratie is used for the ase where this variable has no meaning. For example, ifa respondent has no job, then the variable �salary� may be required to ontain

ǫ. Group 2 of edits also ontains a rule for eah �eld, but now it is related toother �elds. Let us be more preise. Given a �eld i, a �lter edit assoiated with
i has the following type: IF <ondition> THEN i 6= ǫIF not <ondition> THEN i = ǫwhere the string <ondition> is a logial lause omposed of other variables.This rule determines when a variable an assume the missing value. These rulesare ommon in pratie, and that is the reason for them being loated in aseparate group.Group 3 ontains all the remaining edits required by the statistial agenyto hek the validity of a reord. They are alled general edits, and they havethe form IF <ondition> THEN <onsequene>The strings <ondition> and <onsequene> are logial lauses omposed ofategorial or numerial variables.Although we ould work with the whole set of all edits inluding the threegroups, in pratie we have found this group partition for displaying purposesvery onvenient. Indeed, in a real-ase study, all variables have range edits,some variables have �lter edits, and in exeptional ases there are general edits.If the dataset is suessfully loaded, TEIDE reates three windows. A �rstwindow ontains the variable desriptions (inluding the orrespondent rangeand �lter edits), a seond one shows the individual values in eah reord and�eld (i.e., the full dataset), and a third one displays the general edits.Then the user an proeed heking the edits. A �rst phase heks therange and �lter edits for eah variable. A new window displays the results,as illustrated in �gure 1. It ontains a grid in the top half. Eah row of thegrid represents a reord, and eah olumn represents a �eld. A ell in this3



Figure 1: Evaluation of ranges and �lters.
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grid ontains true when both range and �lter edits hold, and false otherwise.Reords with errors in range and �lter edits are represented by blue rows, whilethe others by white and light green rows alternately. Cells representing wrong(range or �lter) edits are in red. By moving the ursor in this grid, the bottomof the window displays the full reord values and the desription of the �eld.When a grid ell ontains false then this information allows one to know ifthis is due to a range violation and/or to a �lter violation. In the latter ase,the other values in the wrong �lters are represented in yellow. Between thegrid and the bottom of the window, there is a histogram showing the number(and perentage) of variables with a wrong range or �lter edit, for eah reord.Alternatively, it is possible to replae this histogram by another one showing thenumber of reords with a wrong range or �lter edit, for eah �eld variable. Theuser an save a report with this desriptive information. Finally, the window alsoallows the manual modi�ation of the original dataset values and the hekingof the new dataset for �lter and range edit violations. There are additionalfeatures simplifying the browsing through the grid to analyse failed rules, butwe do not inlude these tehnial details in this artile.A new phase allows the user to proeed by heking the general edits. Theresult is displayed in a new window. It has a similar layout to the previous one,but now eah olumn represents a general edit instead of a �eld variable, andeah ell value is the result of the general edit evaluation instead of the resultof the range and �lter rule evaluation.The deisions for designing this graphial interfae have been taken basedon our experiments working with pratitioners in a statistial ageny.2.2 Editing and ImputationWhen all the edits from the three groups have been evaluated, the set of allthe reords is partitioned into two subsets. A �rst subset D ontains all thereords satisfying all the edits (i.e. the valid reords) and is alled donor-reordpool. A seond subset I ontains the reords violating some edits, and thereforethe ones needing further manipulation. An input parameter de�ned by the userredues this set of invalid reords by removing all those with a large numberof violated edits. Eah remaining invalid reord reates the so-alled editing-and-imputation problem, where we need to loalize the potential �eld errors,and replae the original values in these �elds by new ones. More preisely, theproblem is to �nd the minimum set S∗ of variables and a value yi for eah i ∈ S∗suh that the reord
y =

{

yi if i ∈ S∗

ai otherwiseis valid and |S∗| is minimal. Although one an question this de�nition, it iswidely aepted by experts of most of the statistial o�es sine the artile byFellegi and Holt (see [1℄).Trivially, this de�nition an be extended to a more general version whereeah variable i in S∗ has an assoiated weight wi representing the probability5



that this variable ontains a true value ai in a valid reord. Then, the DEIproblem an be seen as the Combinatorial Optimization problem of �nding aset S∗ whih minimizes ∑

i∈S∗ wi and suh that it is possible to modify onlythe �eld variables in S∗ to orret the invalid reord.To be more preise, let us represent the olletion of all variables by V , andlet us denote by R the set of all valid reords aording to a given set of edits.Note that D ⊆ R and R\D is the set of valid reords not in the input dataset.Depending on the variables and the edits, R an be a disrete or ontinuousregion inside a |V |-dimensional spae. For example, when all variables are realnumbers and all edits are linear inequations, R is a polyhedron. However, whenategorial variables are in the dataset, the set R an be very ompliated.Given a subset S ⊆ V and an invalid reord a ∈ I, let R(S, a) be the validreords whih oinide with a in the �eld variables in V \ S, i.e.
R(S, a) := {y ∈ R : yi = ai for all i 6∈ S}.Traditionally the DEI problem is split in two subproblems. The �rst one isnamed editing problem (or error loalization problem) and onsists ofMinimize ∑

i∈S

wisubjet to S ⊆ V : R(S, a) 6= ∅.The seond subproblem is named imputation problem and onsists of seletingan element y in R(S∗, a) to replae the invalid reord a in the dataset, where
S∗ is the solution of the �rst subproblem.The imputation problem is usually solved through simple statistial toolsto guarantee an unbiased dataset after the orretions. The editing problem,however, is a very di�ult optimization problem, lassi�ed in the ComplexityTheory as NP-hard in the strong sense. This is beause it is a generalization ofthe known �Minimum Weighted Solution of Linear Equations�, arising when allthe variables are real numbers and the edits are linear equations where the vetorzero is not a solution. As a onsequene, it is very unlikely that an algorithmrunning in polynomial time on the size of the input data an be proposed.However, it is still possible to derive exat approahes to solve some spei�instanes, as well as heuristi tehniques to address ompliated instanes. Thepurpose of this artile is to propose a new approah working on real-worlddatasets. The new tehnique takes into aount the whole DEI problem in thesame spirit as the so-alled hot-dek donor shemes (see [6℄). Therefore, thehere-proposed tehnique also solves both the �rst and the seond subproblems.To approah the DEI problem we have onsidered a heuristi generating anear-optimal solution in a short omputational time. Details on this heuristialgorithm are not given here due to the 10-page limit of this paper.
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3 Cases studiesWe were unable to get the same benhmark instanes used by Bruni [3, 4℄ butthey were not available due to on�dentiality issues by the Italian statistialageny. For this reason, we ould not ompare the performane of our algorithmwith other previous approahes.We have tested the performane of the heuristi approah on three real-worldsurveys provided by the Statistial O�e of the Canary Islands (ISTAC). Allthe experiments have been onduted on a PC Pentium IV 2.4 Ghz. runningWindows XP and with one Gbyte of RAM. A �rst survey is the 2004 CanaryHealth Survey (�Enuesta de Salud Canaria 2004�), and it will here be referredto as HEALTH. A seond survey ontains the house data from the CanaryHousehold Condition Survey 2005 (�Enuesta de Ingresos y Condiiones de Vidade los Hogares Canarios 2005�), and it will be referred to as HOUSE. Thethird survey ontains the individual information from the Canary HouseholdCondition Survey 2005, and it will be referred to as INDIVIDUAL. Table 1shows some features of these mirodata and also some details of the performaneof our implementation.More preisely, the rows of Table 1 are grouped into four bloks. The rowsin eah blok give the following information:
• Desription: It refers to the following features of the input dataset:� #variables: number of variables in the dataset, inluding the �non-modi�able�.� #reords: number of reords in the dataset.� #mirodata: number of values inluding the �no-answer� (i.e. it issimply #variables times #reords).� #real mirodata: number of values exluding the �no-answer�.� #ontinuous variables: number of quantitative �elds de�ned by realor frational numbers.� #disrete variables: number of qualitative �elds, or �elds de�ned byinteger numbers.� #imputable variables: number of �elds whose values an be modi�ed.� #�lter edits: number of �elds with a �lter edit.� #general edits: number of general edits.� Loading�Cheking time: time to load and hek all relationships andoherene within data, variables and edits.
• Evaluation I: It onerns the validation of the range and �lter edits. Thefollowing information is displayed:� Total time: total evaluation time (in seonds).� #orret reords: reords satisfying all the range and �lter edits.7



Blok Information SurveyHEALTH HOUSE INDIVIDUAL
Desription #variables 375 176 234#reords 5633 7797 22584#mirodata 2112375 1372272 5284656#real mirodata 1129379 1108119 2035238#ontinuous variables 2 12 16#disrete variables 373 164 218#imputable variables 335 128 210#�lter edits 283 42 207#general edits 33 7 45Loading�Cheking time 105.29 69.43 251.79Validation I Total time 18.48 8.31 50.88#orret reords 4215 4934 12374#inorret reords 1418 2863 10210#orret variables 137 20 29#inorret variables 238 156 205Validation II Total time 6.70 5.28 23.31#orret reords 5519 7635 21613#inorret reords 114 162 971#orret edits 17 1 6#inorret edits 16 6 39
Imputation

Total time 3835.47 258.14 5573.30#donor reords 4138 5049 11915#orretable reords 1495 2748 10669#non-orreted reords 5 0 0#orreted reords 1490 2748 10669#warning reords 30 19 49a�eted var. average 7.92 7.16 12.08imputation var. average 5.22 6.44 11.13wrong-range var. average 1.47 5.93 9.75wrong-edits var. average 6.73 1.69 4.34onneted var. average 225.13 5.50 195.63donor reord distane average 0.98 1.10 1.35Overall time 3965.94 341.16 5899.28Table 1: Computational Results of using TEIDE on three real-world surveys.
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� #inorret reords: reords violating at least one edit.� #orret variables: variables whose range and �lter edits are satis�edin all reords.� #inorret variables: variables whose range and/or �lter edit is vio-lated in at least one reord.
• Evaluation II: It refers to the evaluation of the general edits. The followinginformation is displayed:� Total time: total evaluation time (in seonds).� #orret reords: reords satisfying all the general edits.� #inorret reords: reords violating at least one edit.� #orret edits: edits satis�ed by all the reords.� #inorret edits: edits violated by at least one reord.
• Imputation: It refers to the proess of �nding the new values to orretthe errors, as follows:� Total time: total imputation time (in seonds).� #donor reords: reords satisfying all the edits.� #orretable reords: reords not in the donor pool, and thereforeinvalid.� #non-orreted reords: reords not automatially orreted.� #orreted reords: reords satisfatory modi�ed.� #warning reords: orreted reords with more modi�ed values thanvariables involved in invalid edits.� a�eted var. average: average number of variables involved in alledits violated by an inorret reord. More preisely, this numberis the number |S(a)| used by the heuristi approah (not desribed).The average has been omputed over the orreted reords.� imputation var. average: average number of modi�ed values. Theaverage has been omputed over the orreted reords.� wrong-range var. average: average number of values with wrongrange edit. The average has been omputed over the orreted reords.� wrong-edits var. average: average number of variables involved in alledits violated by an inorret reord exluding the range edits. Theaverage has been omputed over the orreted reords.� onneted var. average: average number of variables related to vari-ables in violated edits. This number is the number |U(a)| used bythe heuristi (not desribed). The average has been omputed overthe orreted reords. 9



� donor reord distane average: distane average from eah orretablereord to its assoiated donor reord, i.e. the average of funtion
d(a, b) used by the heuristi (not desribed). The average has beenomputed over the orreted reords.From the table it an be observed that TEIDE is able to deal with the threedataset in a very reasonable omputational time, see the last row (�OverallTime�) of Table 1, and with a quite satisfatory quality result. Note that thethree surveys ontain both ontinuous and disrete variables, with a large num-ber of variables and reords. (INDIVIDUAL is the largest survey ever managedby ISTAC.)AknowledgmentsThis researh was supported by �Instituto Canario de Estadístia� (ISTAC, Ca-nary Islands, Spain).Referenes[1℄ Fellegi, I.P., Holt, D., 1976, A systemati approah to automati edit andimputation, Journal of the Amerian Statistial Assoiation, 71, 17�35.[2℄ The Knowledge Base on Statistial Data Editing. Available online at:http://amrads.jr.e.eu.int/k-base (aessed 25 September 2005).[3℄ Bruni, R., 2004, Disrete models for data imputation. Disrete AppliedMathematis, 144, 59�69.[4℄ Bruni, R., 2005, Error Corretion for Massive Data Sets. OptimizationMethods and Software, 20, 295�314.[5℄ de Waal, T., 2001, WAID 4.1: a omputer program for imputation of miss-ing values. Researh in O�ial Statistis, 2, 53�70.[6℄ Ford, B.F., 1983, An overview of hot-dek proedures. Inomplete data insample surveys: Theory and bibliographies, 2, 185�207.
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